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Abstract
This paper explores the influence of visitor satisfaction on intention to recommend event attendance. The Anzac Day commemoration at Gallipoli, Turkey, an event that has become increasingly popular in recent years and provides the backdrop for the current study. Some 20,000 people travel to attend this event. Data was collected from 331 attendees while they were in transit from Gallipoli to Istanbul on 25 April 2007. The analysis of this data was undertaken using factor analysis as a basis for identifying model constructs to be tested using structural equation modelling. Findings suggest that the constructs relating to the ceremonies held at Anzac Cove and Lone Pine and the experiential and emotional aspects of the event were significant predictors of event satisfaction and subsequent recommending behaviour. The implications of these findings for events in general and the success of the Anzac Day commemorations at Gallipoli are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Managing visitor satisfaction in the context of events is becomingly increasingly important in light of recognition of the positive economic and social benefits that these one-off or infrequent occasions can generate (Getz 1997; Getz 2008; Allen, O’Toole, Harris & McDonnell 2005). Allen et al. (2005, p. 11) describe a special event in terms of “specific rituals, presentations, performances or celebrations that are consciously planned or created to mark special occasions or achieve particular social, cultural or corporate goals and objectives”. The large-scale special event that provides the context of the current paper, the Anzac Day (25 April, the day of the landings) commemorations at Gallipoli, has demonstrated appeal with overseas visitors, particularly those from Australia and New Zealand, yet there is currently limited research relating to it from the business perspectives of consumer behavior, marketing, tourism and event management (Basarin & Hall 2007). This event has become increasingly popular in recent years with crowd numbers growing to around 20,000 people travelling to attend the 2005 Dawn Service at historic Anzac Cove (Hall, Basarin & Lockstone 2008). The significance of this place and event is borne out of the involvement of the Anzac (Australian and New Zealand Army Corps) troops in the First World War (1915) and their battles against the Turkish on the Gallipoli Peninsula at Anzac Cove. This, in effect, represented Australia’s first involvement in war post-Federation (1901), and is seen by many as being a symbolic “birthplace” or rite of passage for this young nation. This particular event falls under the umbrella of thanatourism or “dark” tourism (Foley & Lennon 1996), which is a form of cultural heritage tourism that comprises visits to battlefields, murder/atrocity locations, places where celebrities died, graveyards and internment sites, memorials, events, museums and exhibitions featuring relics and the reconstruction of death. Battlefield tourism, visiting and observing places where battles and conflicts were enacted, is a substantial focus area within thanatourism.

Given visitation trends and general growth of interest surrounding the Anzac Day commemorations at Gallipoli, the event has demonstrated obvious signs of formalisation in recent years. In particular, the provision of event infrastructure and management systems (staging, signage, live sites, and crowd control) and continuing changes to the event program (entertainment offered prior to the ceremonies, the ceremonies themselves), appear to provide some evidence of a systematic effort on the part of organisers to improve the event experience for visitors, whether they be of domestic or international origin. Continuing an agenda of research relating to management aspects of the event (Basarin & Hall 2007; Hall, Basarin & Lockstone 2008), the current paper examines the influence of visitor satisfaction on intention to recommend attendance. The implications of these findings for the success of the Anzac Day commemorations at Gallipoli will be discussed.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Much of the seminal literature on satisfaction has been tested in relation to durable goods (Oliver 1993; Westbrook & Oliver 1991; Spreng, MacKenzie & Olshavsky 1996). These theories have also received attention in the services domain (Oliver 1980; Oliver 1993), however, this discussion is somewhat overshadowed by the dominant literature on service
quality, debate about causality between the two constructs and whether there are, in fact, substantive differences between them (Baker & Crompton 2000; Tian-Cole, Crompton & Willson 2002). Taking a similar approach to Severt, Wang, Chen and Breiter (2007), this paper does not incorporate a service quality measure, but rather focuses on overall satisfaction.

A positive attitude with regard to product consumption and the quality of services provided can lead to loyalty behaviour such as positive word-of-mouth, and other forms of support (Christopher et al. 1993), including recommendations to friends and relatives (Cronin and Taylor 1992; Foster and Cadogan 2000; Heskett, Sasser and Schlesinger 1997). Therefore, satisfaction with service components typically has a strong influence on consumer intentions to repurchase and recommend services (Bitner 1992; Danaher 1997). Recommendations from satisfied customers are also considered to be a way of minimising marketing costs (Christopher et al. 2002). Various studies argue that there is a positive relationship between service component evaluation and overall satisfaction, and that overall satisfaction is a predictor of future behavioural intentions including recommending behaviour (Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Churchill and Surprenant 1993; Cronin et al. 2000; Danaher and Mattsson 1994; Gunderson et al. 1996; Meehan 2002; Yi 1991; Yuksel and Rimmington 1998).

The influence of satisfaction on behavioural intentions is considered from an event management perspective in the present study. Given the event being investigated, behavioural intentions were conceptualised in terms of willingness to recommend. This selection gives thought to the considerable costs (time and effort) some visitors, particularly those from Australia and New Zealand, face in attending the event, coupled with the temporal nature of events in general (as opposed to durable goods and regular services). As such, repeat visitation, particularly by overseas visitors, was viewed as being a less prevalent outcome of behavioural intentions. Little research contextualised to this perspective has been conducted. Notable exceptions include Severt et al.’s (2007) study in relation to convention delegates and the work of Baker and Crompton (2000) and Lee, Petrick and Crompton (2007) in festival settings. The current exploration will extend the focus beyond these settings to take into account the unique characteristics of a large-scale special event on the site of a battlefield.

RESEARCH AIM AND HYPOTHESES

The aim of this research is to investigate the influence of participant satisfaction on recommending behaviour with regard to event attendance. In order to investigate this relationship, it was necessary to develop a model that would predict satisfaction adequately with various elements of the event. Stemming from this aim, the following hypotheses were tested:

H1: A positive evaluation of transport conditions is related positively to overall attendee satisfaction.
H2: Items associated with emotional experience are related positively to overall attendee satisfaction.
H3: Items associated with ceremonies are related positively to overall attendee satisfaction.
H4: Items associated with amenities are related positively to overall attendee satisfaction.
H5: Meeting expectations through a positive experience of the event is related positively to attendee satisfaction.
H6: Attendee satisfaction is related positively to recommending behaviour.
METHOD

A quantitative method was used to capture data from Australians visiting the Anzac Day commemorations. The data collection was based on exit questionnaires administered to a convenience sample of respondents, aged 18 years and over, returning from the dawn service at Gallipoli in 2007. The question framework, based on Getz (2000) and Chaplin and Costa (2000), was modified to refer to the following aspects of the event: type of event and program, physical setting, purpose of the commemoration, cultural importance, political implications, impact and performance evaluation, target markets, economic importance and educational importance. The questionnaire comprised a series of 10-point semantic differential scales. In total, 331 attendees completed the questionnaire while in transit from Gallipoli to Istanbul. The data was analysed using factor analysis and structural equation modelling (SEM).

RESULTS

This study utilised both exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) (Tabachnick & Fidell 2001). Exploratory factor analysis was used to extract five factors that provided reliable measures of the constructs under investigation. These factors, representing various elements of the event, included amenities, ceremonies, emotions, experiential impact and transport.

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) was used subsequently to analyse the hypothesised relationships (see Figure 1). The model developed and estimated in this study investigates the influence of the various elements relating to overall visitor satisfaction and the influence of visitor satisfaction on recommending behaviour. One-factor congeneric models were developed for the constructs identified in the exploratory factor analysis. Unsuitable items, i.e., those that had low standardised factor loadings or a low level of explained variance, were removed when the one-factor models were fitted to the full measurement model.

The path model’s fit indices indicated a good fit of the model to the data (CMIN/DF= 2.23, DF = 80, P=.01, GFI=.93, AGFI=.91, TLI = .94, CFI = .95, RMSEA=.06).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life changing experience</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better than expected</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of travel</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return travel</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Lone Pine</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Anzac Cove</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceremonies appropriate</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anzac Cove ceremony</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lone Pine ceremony</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solemnity of ceremony</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queues</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilets</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of emotional experience</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The structural model identified in Figure 1 shows that seven of the structural paths were significant (all p < 0.05). These were satisfaction-amenities, satisfaction-ceremony, satisfaction-transport, satisfaction-experience, satisfaction-emotions, recommend-ceremony and recommend-satisfaction. Of these factors, however, the model shows that the ceremonial aspect associated with the event is the most important factor associated with the satisfaction of event participants (Standardised Regression Weight [SRW] = .60). The ability of the event to meet or exceed expectations in terms of experience was also seen to be an important factor associated with satisfaction (SRW = .52). The emotional experience and transport factors were perceived as being the next most important factors driving visitor satisfaction. The structural paths between ceremony, satisfaction and recommending behaviour also had significant relationships. The overall variance accounted for by the model with the dependent variable of satisfaction was 72% and 41% for recommending behaviour.

To test the reliability of the model, the commonly accepted measure of model-based reliability, the item reliability coefficient, was applied. This is the correlation between a single indicator variable and the construct it measures and is also referred to as the Squared Multiple Correlation (SMC). The results of the model estimation show that there is a wide range of SMC but these estimates confirm that all measurements are within an acceptable range (See Table 1) (Holmes-Smith et al. 2005). Convergent and discriminant validity were also identified in the constructs of the model through examination of the correlations of items and constructs and were found to be acceptable.

Figure 1: SEM Model
As a result of the Structural Equation Modelling undertaken in this paper, the null hypotheses relating to transport, ceremonies, amenities, emotions, experience and recommending behaviour were rejected and support for the experimental hypotheses has been identified.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The research detailed in this paper depicts how various elements associated with a large-scale special event affect visitor satisfaction and subsequent recommending behaviour. Insights can be used to draw management attention to those aspects that are the greatest drivers of visitor satisfaction, thereby enhancing the overall success of the event in question, the Anzac Day commemorations at Gallipoli.

Drawing implications from these findings, the ceremonial aspect of the Anzac Day commemorations at Gallipoli appears overwhelmingly to be the most important element associated with visitor assessments of satisfaction with the event. These assessments related to the inclusive ceremony held at Anzac Cove and singularly Australian commemoration at Lone Pine. Importantly for organisers, this event element is largely under their control. Hence, it is vital they ensure that in light of increasing numbers of visitors attending the commemorations each year, the ceremonies do not sacrifice authenticity/meaning to purely meet the demands of commercial operations.

The importance of the experiential and emotional aspects of the special event in terms of visitor satisfaction lends support to the contention that thanatourism motives are likely associated with visitation to the Anzac Day commemorations at Gallipoli. Hall and Hede (2006) noted, in an earlier study, that visitors experience a range of emotions when attending the commemorations. Emotions, as operationalised in the present study, were found to be most closely associated with sadness. Undoubtedly, the viewing of ceremonies and visiting gravesites and the battlefields, essentially thanatourism activities, are bound to elicit this emotion. One differing view, however, has been offered by Slade (2003). He argued that the motivation to visit Gallipoli is not associated with curiosity or the desire for encounters with death as the thanatourism view would hold, but rather a desire to connect with a place that is considered to be a birthplace of nations. Further research is required to shed light on to the motivation fuelling visitation to the place (Gallipoli) and the event itself (Anzac Day commemorations).

This paper has extended the contextual boundaries of event research as it relates to visitor satisfaction and recommending behaviour to consider the unique characteristics of a large-scale special event. In doing so, it has made a worthwhile contribution to the literature. That said, however, some of the limitations of the current study could provide productive avenues for future research. Namely, the inclusion of related constructs (e.g., service quality) and developed instruments (Oliver 1980) might enhance the predictive power of the model and improve construct measurement. A longitudinal method could also be employed to examine the potential of events such as the Anzac Day commemorations at Gallipoli to generate the other main outcome of behavioural intentions, viz., repeat visitation.
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